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Sextant Technologies, LLC asks

What if you could make your server operations simpler, easier, and more efficient?

First Page:

What if you could run all your server applications on fewer machines?

VMware allows you to run multiple operating systems on the same machine, reducing your up-
front investment and your long-term maintenance costs.

What if you could run your important legacy applications on new hardware?

VMware emulates older operating systems and hardware so the legacy applications your
business depends on can run on fast new machines with lower maintenance costs.

What if you could have experts implement and support your VMware solutions?

Sextant Technologies specializes in VMware installation and maintenance.  We will migrate
your systems quickly and flawlessly, without disrupting your work.

With Sextant Technologies, you can.

Left Panel:

VMware Installation

⋅ Multi-OS Capability Saves Up-front and Maintenance Hardware Costs
⋅ Host Legacy Applications on VMware

o Cut High Maintenance Costs of Old Hardware
o Save Cost of Purchasing, Implementing and Training on New Applications

⋅ Expanding and Migrating Applications in VMware Environment is Fast and Easy

Additional Services
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⋅ Consultation on Best Practices in Standardization, Backup, and Disaster Recovery
⋅ Server, Database, Network and WiFi Setup and Security
⋅ Citrix and MS Terminal Services for Remote Access
⋅ Service Level Agreements for Continued Maintenance and Support

Sextant Technologies, LLC

⋅ Specialized in VMware Solutions for Fast and Flawless Implementation
⋅ Custom Solutions and Long-term Planning for Current and Future Needs
⋅ Project Managers with 15+ years of IT Experience

Center Panel:

VMware Reduces Servers – And Costs

VMware for the Small Office

Traditionally small offices have needed separate servers for each function, each adding
maintenance and initial costs and only operating at 5-15% capacity.

With VMware, small offices can consolidate multiple functions onto as little as one server,
operating at 80% capacity, and saving initial and maintenance costs.

VMware for the Larger Office

At larger offices, the problems of high cost and low efficiency seen at small offices are simply
multiplied using a traditional server setup.

When larger offices use VMware, multiple servers share each other’s processing capabilities.
This increases efficiency, reduces processing time, and makes replacing servers fast and easy.

Right Panel:

Sextant’s Partners

Robert K, Principal Analyst, has nearly 25 years of IT expertise, serving firms such as Northrup
Grumman, Underwriters Laboratories, and the Department of the Air Force.

William G, Senior Project Manager, has consulted for Abbott Laboratories, Motorola, the
National Security Agency, and several small and medium businesses for 17 years.  He also
brings business and financial expertise to our clients.

Brandon K, Operations Manager, offers nearly 15 years of implementation knowledge, gained at
the Department of Defense, Reyes Holdings, and other firms in the distribution industry.
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Sextant’s Process

At our first meeting, we present an overview of VMWare and Sextant’s capabilities, and ask
basic questions about your server operations to see if VMware would be a good solution.

If it is, we gather detailed information about your systems to estimate scheduling and cost.
Depending on the size of your operations, an Account Executive may do this at the first meeting,
or a Project Manager may spend a couple days evaluating your systems and infrastructure.  Once
the estimate is complete, we present decision-makers with a custom solution, including accurate
timetables and costs.

Ready to take the next step?  Call us at 847-902-5500 today!
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